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Introduction
Anecdotal and some academic evidence suggests that Danish is difficult to learn 
[1-6]. This is usually put down to the structural 
properties of the language.

Research Questions:
RQ1: Do socio-pragmatic aspects also play a role?
More specifically, is it difficult to learn Danish 
because Danes typically switch into English?

RQ2: Do Danes and non-Danes perceive switches into English induced by Danes 
in the same way? (For example in terms of politeness.)

RQ2: How are interactions affected by switches in general?

RQ2: Are all non-Danes affected in the same way regardless of their background?

Conclusion
RQ1: Do socio-pragmatic aspects also play a role? More specifically, is it difficult
to learn Danish because Danes typically switch into English? YES.

RQ2: Do Danes and non-Danes perceive switches into English induced by Danes
in the same way? (For example in terms of politeness.) Non-Danes perceive these
switches much more negatively than Danes. Learners feel demotivated to learn
and generally discouraged.

RQ2: How are interactions affected by switches in general? The interaction
generally continues. However, learners report feeling discouraged to continue in
Danish or even starting future interactions in Danish.

RQ2: Are all non-Danes affected in the same way regardless of their
background? Generally, yes. Two Danish participants said they switch into
English if the speaker doesn’t look Danish. One non-native speaker of Danish
was frustrated that Danes switch into English just on the basis of their looks.

Survey 1: non-Danes
• 415 participants How often do you initiate conversations in Danish? Has it ever happened that you started speaking How did these switches make you feel?

• 84% higher education degrees Danish but the Dane(s) switched into English?

• 322 females, 85 males, 2 other
• mean age = 30; min age = 16, max age = 62
• proficiency details collected [not analysed]
• mother tongue details collected [not analysed]

If you don’t initiate conversations in Danish, why not?

• 132 participants
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Survey 2: Danes
• notes on 370 real-life interactions (MH) over 7 months
• Danes switched 17.3% of the cases

• no effect of routine vs non-routine type of conversation
• no improvement over time
• no sex/gender effect on the frequency of switches

• But…
• 36 interactions – MH asked the speaker to 

slow down and/or repeat (50% F / 50% M)
• 50% did so (66% females)
• 50% didn’t (78 males)

RAS

positive / neutral / (too) ambiguous
English is easier 13 7%
Importance & hurrying 22 11.5%
Social reasons 17 9%
(e.g. non-Danes around; or English historically)
When tired 8 4%
Laziness on my part 2 1%
Noise 2 1%
Not worth the effort 1 0.5%
negative focus on themselves (& sometimes Danes)
My Danish isn’t good enough 107 56%
Shy, nervous, afraid, lack of confidence 51 27%
Embarrassment, shame 11 6%
(coming across as stupid and unprofessional)
Fears of imposing 4 2%
Fear of confusion 2 1%
They’re old (difficult to understand for me) 1 0.5%
Dislike of Danish 1 0.5%

(negative) focus on the Danes
They don’t understand my accent 24 12.5%
They’d switch anyway 12 6%
Unfriendliness, uncomfortable 12 6%
Dislike of internationals 1 0.5%

• in 74.3% of cases, Dane-initiated switches into English resulted
in the conversation ending in English

• “Garbage language for garbage people.”
• “[…] they clearly dont want to talk to us internationals”
• “I expect not to be understood”
• “I stopped trying in Danish.”
• “[I feel] like an outsider.”

Onwards?
For Danes
• Learners should be encouraged as much as possible.
• Try to be patient with us.
• Use e.g. “Excuse me?” rather than “Hvad? / What?”

For non-Danes
• Don’t assume Danes switch because

• they think your Danish sucks
• don’t want to speak Danish with you

• Tell them explicitly you need to practice Danish.

For both groups
• Talk about the socio-pragmatic issues with others.

• 132 participants
Has it ever happened that you spoke with a

How often do you interact with foreigners? foreigner in Danish and then you switched to
English?

• We also asked if it happened to them that a non-Dane insisted on using Danish and which language they 
chose then. 98% reported they switched / would switch to Danish

↑Which language do you use to interact with foreigners?

Why did/would you switch?

• Communication problems  82.2%
• It’s faster 43.1%
• To be polite  18.6%
• English is automatic  15.7%
• I always speak Danish 15.7%
• Because of their accent 2.9%
• They didn’t look Danish 2%
• I wanted to practice English 1%
• Other  6.9%
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